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Facebook Expo
Facebook: The Next Repository of Historical Primary Source?
 
 
The class will be divided into five groups of four students, and each
group will perform "historical research" in Facebook analyzing the
content as primary source evidence for interpreting and explaining
student life and student experience at the University of Oregon. Each
group will explore the three questions below and compose a one to two
paragraph answer or argument for each. Answers must cite the specific
sources used to support their interpretations. (Not the names of
private students, but the format, date, etc.)
 
 
1) What does it mean to be an Oregon student? Is there a dominant
cultural student identity at the UO? Are their alternative or
countercultural student identities? What are the defining attributes of
a dominant identity or of diverse identities?
 
 
2) Is there a gap in the evidence? Is there some important aspect or
facet of the
University of Oregon or student experience that is missing, neglected,
omitted,
censored, or suppressed from Facebook?
 
 
3) Is there a bias or distortion in the type or presentation of
evidence/sources/materials housed on Facebook. In other words does the
nature and structure of the medium influence what people say or how they
say it?
 
 
Assignment:
Compose a written answer (about one paragraph) to each of the three
questions above that cite specific evidence form Facebook.
When performing research in Facebook remain conscious of your historical
inquiry method. How are you assessing the credibility,
representativeness or authenticity of the evidence? What inferences can
you reliably make from the evidence you select?
LexiReeve@hotmail.com said
at 4:11 pm on Nov 8, 2009
Lexi Reeve, Rebecca Brower, Tori Hamachek
Facebook Research
1. Being an Oregon Student, there is a dominant cultural student identity on campus within status updates during
significant U of O events. It provides a sense of unity; especially during or before football games, to see all of the
students updates giving encouragement and praises to the football players in hopes of winning the games. An
alternative or countercultural student identity could be found on a students information page, such as where the
individual is from, their current likes and dislikes, political and religious views, etc. As an Oregon student, the game day
status’s that creates unity is a defining attribute of a dominant identity, whereas a more diverse identity, as an Oregon
student, would be updates about classes or homework pertaining to the individual.
2. There is a gap in evidence because an individual update only provides so much information, and is usually censored
and doesn’t go into much detail, especially if the individual doesn’t want certain friends to see their updates. Also, the
comments posted on friends or families walls will only provide so much information about the relationship between the
two people and the individuals life and events occurring. If we were to access an individuals inbox, we would be able to
view more of the private life of the student that they may not want to share on their more public profile.
LexiReeve@hotmail.com said
at 4:12 pm on Nov 8, 2009
Lexi Reeve, Rebecca Brower, Tori Hamachek
3. As facebook begins to age and become more of a culture rather than just a trend, the status updates are becoming
more groomed; there is no more of an ettiquete associated with them. People are understanding how status updates
are supposed to sound and what meanings they are intended to express. For example, a more commonly accepted
facebook status may relate to homework, classes, or social events with friends, whereas a status that wouldn’t make
much sense to viewers would be comments on food eaten during the day, random letters that don’t express any type
of mood, etc. An acceptable facebook status may read “I miss clouds, sun, and blue skies, can’t wait to go home for
thanksgiving!” An unacceptable status may read “qlekrjskjd!!!”
Jessica Fix said
at 10:21 pm on Nov 15, 2009
Jeffrey Boen, Olivia Williams, Jessica Fix, Emily Hart, and Noor Al
1. Diversity is one of the defining attributes at Oregon, and the student body is full of unique individuals who share a
common bond: they are all currently students at the U of O. These students also seem to generally be school spirited,
talented (either musically, athletically, or academically), outdoorsy, and liberal although not all fit this mold. Most
students post pictures of themselves at U of O sporting events, list activities like U of O marching band or University
Choir, and list that they enjoy sports, playing musical instruments, or doing outdoor activities. It would appear that the
dominant trait of students that attend the U of O would be extreme spirit for the school.
2. There does seem to be a gap in the information students record, mainly due to the public nature of Facebook. Many
students omit pictures that allude to heavy partying or drinking, especially when they have family members who can
see their profiles. Also, the academic aspect of student life at the U of O is not generally represented unless it’s
mentioned in a status update such as, “spanish mid-term again.....I am so tired...” or a concise summary of how their
day went. Also, personal messages are generally transmitted via inbox, instead of posted on a wall, which excludes
more information about personal goings-on and opinions.
3. When observing the interactions of the people on Facebook, and how they remark on their daily lives, historians
might tend to brush over how not every student is spirited as others are. The bias towards the spirited students tends
to be in the form of status updates, which usually look something along the lines of “GAME DAY! GO DUCKS!!!!!!”
Others would say something like “I’m super tired….”. This would lead observers astray in their studies of Facebook.
alexhall said
at 12:01 am on Nov 16, 2009
Alex Hall, Porter Garrison-Terry, Malcolm McGeary, Colin Deaver
1. To be an Oregon student is to be a sports fan. You cannot go anywhere on campus without seeing someone in an
Oregon football jersey, or hear someone talking about the latest football, basketball or volleyball game. On Facebook,
many statuses refer to sporting events, whether it is telling friends about acquiring a football ticket, going to the game,
or about the game’s outcome. It also means that you spend a lot of time doing homework for classes, or
procrastinating homework assignments.
2. Facebook does not show everything about a person’s personality, it really only shows certain personality traits in
certain situations. When looking at University of Oregon students profiles there a very few pictures of studying and
class work but many pictures of extracurricular activities and social functions.
3. No, there is not a bias on what people say on facebook because generally people are pretty open with what they say
on facebook. The only bias that comes to mind, would be if somebody had a “friend” that was a generation older then
that person. If that is the case, then people will tend to be more reserved in what they say in terms of cursing or
vulgar language.
Colin Oliveira said
at 3:46 pm on Nov 16, 2009
Colin Oliveira, Patrick Mason, Molly DuVal, and Krislyn Mansinon
1. To be a University of Oregon student is to be part of a community that share classes, similar interests, and sports
favorites. The football fan is a dominant cultural identity; it's a big part of being an Oregon student - rooting for the
team, booing the Beavers, and all that jazz. Not enough evidence on Facebook status updates or profiles to suggest a
dominant counterculture, but counterculture never is dominant or obvious. Mostly, Facebook UO-related posts talk
about how awesome the Ducks are, funny quips at the expense of enemy teams, etc.
2. Other than midterms, day to day class life isn't really covered - not many people talk about what they were lectured
on after every class. Also, a lot of the illegal activities are often left out (sometimes implied), for fear of parents,
teachers, or potential employers finding out.
3. Yes, statuses are kind of quick updates, if people want to go into more detail they post a note. Because status
updates can only have a certain number of characters, the updates are shorter. Mostly people just say "I had a great
night last night", or something of the sort, after which someone might ask more details, which are then shared. Also,
since it's on the web, people tend to use internet slang like "lol" or "fml", which wouldn't be used (at least in that
manner) in formal essays or just general conversation. Due to the public nature of posts, people tend to self-censor or
simply not publish what they're not comfortable sharing with the sometimes 500 odd friends they have on this social
network.
bsenate@uoregon.edu said
at 11:26 am on Nov 18, 2009
Brittany, Bre, and Alice
Facebook
Being a U of O student means doing a lot of homework and partying. There is no cultural domain. The facebook page
we looked at was a page of someone that had lived in other countries but we didn’t think there was a counterculture.
The things that classify a dominate or diverse identity are their friends, where their from and where they lived.
Yes, there is a gap in the evidence because you don’t know everything about a person and people like to keep things
personal. Facebook assingment here! doesn’t show pictures of people at work or doing homework it just shows the fun
aspects of a person’s life.
We believe that there is a bias because we can’t post certain things and people only post certain things like partying or
events.
Facebook construes the meaning of a UO student to be someone who studies a lot and parties. We believe that UO
students are all diverse, some have lived in different countries and some haven’t been out of Oregon. We also believe
that their isn’t a counterculture at UO but UO it’s self could be considered a counterculture. We believe that the UO
students can be classified by where they lived, where they’ve been and who they are friends with. Although you cannot
find out everyone about a person because people censor what they put up because some my have parents or family as
friends. People also only post interesting aspects of their lives, people don’t post pictures of themselves doing
homework. Facebook is not generally associated with privacy but most people like to keep certain aspects of their lives
private even if they have a facebook.
Matt Villeneuve said
at 5:33 pm on Nov 30, 2009
Eva and Kelsey
Facebook response!
1. Sports are very popular, therefore almost every profile has pictures of a UO student and there friends at some sort
of sporting event. For example, football games are always popular photos, as are a group of people dressed in Oregon
gear. Greek life has an influence on student life for sure, but they don't have a huge influence on campus as a whole.
Partying is something that is widely featured on FB, everyone wants to show that they are cool enough to go to a
party, so most profiles are filled with pics of kids at frats or house parties. School spirit is a huge issue as well, as
almost everyone has some sort of oregon gear and is wearing it in one of their photos.
2. There are a lot of things not talked about on FB such as studying (unless you're complaining about it), homework, or
daily activities. They leave the boring stuff out and tend to exaggerate the exciting stuff. As for partying, people tend to
completely exaggerate their experience, to look at a lot of peoples status's it seems that people go out every night of
the week, which is not true. Clearly someones facebook doesn't tell the whole story.
3. The way people talk to people on FB is definetely moderated on facebook differently then in person. You talk to
people and say things to them on FB that you would never do in real life. For instance, people say happy birthday to
people you barely know, and friend people you know by association. It is a completely different world.
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